VIPKid is Recognized as One of the Best Places to Work in 2019 by Glassdoor

VIPKid ranked #67

December 05, 2018 10:58 AM Eastern Standard Time

SAN FRANCISCO--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Glassdoor, Inc. recognized VIPKid as one of the Best Places to Work in 2019 with a Glassdoor Award. The Glassdoor Award, now in its 11th year, reflects direct reviewer feedback on job, company and work environment satisfaction.

Many VIPKid teachers have shared their opinions voluntarily and anonymously with Glassdoor about their experience teaching on the VIPKid platform. Many have highlighted the benefits of working remotely from home and the ease with which courses can be taught. Others have expressed enthusiasm for the strong teacher community bond encouraged by VIPKid through the organization of regional "Journey conferences" where hundreds of teachers voluntarily convene for thought leadership, continual learning workshops and opportunity to network with fellow educators. “We are proud to be recognized by Glassdoor as a Best Place to Work, especially since it reflects the direct feedback of VIPKid teachers. We strive to provide teachers flexibility, professional growth opportunities, and a cultural connection to China and the world,” said VIPKid Founder and CEO Cindy Mi.

Glassdoor’s Best Places to Work used company reviews shared between October 23, 2017 and October 21, 2018 for its ranking. Glassdoor’s Economic Research Team used its proprietary algorithm to compile the final list and took into account quantity, quality and consistency of reviews. For the complete list of the Glassdoor Best Places to Work winners in 2019, please visit: https://www.glassdoor.com/Award/Best-Places-to-Work-LST_KQ0,19.htm.

About VIPKid

VIPKid is a global education technology company that connects children with the world’s best teachers for real-time online English immersion learning. VIPKid’s mission is to inspire and empower every child for the future. VIPKid envisions a global classroom that empowers students and teachers through personalized learning, connection of cultures across the world and the passion for lifelong learning. It believes that education is not one-size-fits-all, rather, all students are unique and the world is within their reach when connected with great teachers capable of personalizing learning and sparking curiosity.
Founded in 2013 and formally launched in 2014, VIPKid has become China's market-leading online education startup, attracting investment from Tencent, Coatue Management, Sequoia Capital, Sinovation Ventures, Yunfeng Capital, Matrix Partners, Learn Capital, Northern Light VC and Bryant Stibel, among others. The VIPKid platform currently connects over 500,000 paying students with over 60,000 teachers in the US and Canada.